In order to select the proper cloud manufacturing services to satisfy both sides of supplier and demander, a bi-level programming model is proposed based on extension theory in this paper. Firstly, the cloud model is employed to convert qualitative concepts of language description into quantitative values. Then, according to multicriteria assessment information, the satisfactions of both providers and demanders are calculated by extension evaluation. Finally, respectively taking satisfactions of the demanders and providers as optimization goal of upper layer and lower layer, a mathematical model of bi-level programming is constructed which is solved by linear programming. Compared with traditional recommended methods, the proposed method takes full account of the interests of service providers which have long been neglected. Moreover, extension evaluation is applied to reflect the demand and preference of each subject in detail. Experimental results verify the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed model.
Introduction
With the rise of cloud computing and the technological maturity, cloud computing provides a new way to solve the problems existing in manufacturing informatization [1, 2] . Combined with cloud computing, internet of things, web services technology, virtualization, and other new technologies, researchers proposed the concept of cloud manufacturing (CMfg) based on the existing advanced manufacturing models, such as application service providers, grid manufacturing, and agile manufacturing [3] . CMfg is a new service-oriented mode of networked manufacturing. By means of the network and cloud manufacturing services platform, CMfg organizes online manufacturing resources according to user requirements and provides all kinds of on-demand manufacturing services for users [4] . On the one hand, gathering all kinds of distributed resources and services, cloud manufacturing service platform encapsulates, assembles, designs, and develops the services according to user requirements and centrally organizes and manages massive cloud manufacturing services. On the other hand, the user dynamically gets and uses the required service on the cloud manufacturing service platform and pays for it without focusing on the specific implementation details of the services. Between uncertain, dynamically changing user needs and various distributed, heterogeneous manufacturing resources, the cloud service platform establishes a pattern of allocation and usage for resources, to optimize the allocation of manufacturing resources and promote the value added and efficiency of resources.
With the development and maturity of cloud manufacturing services business mode, there are huge amounts of manufacturing resources in cloud manufacturing service platform, in which some cloud manufacturing services provide the similar or identical functionalities with different nonfunctional attributes. The demanders naturally are willing to choose the services with good quality of service (QoS) and low prices, whereas in the market economy environment, the providers of manufacturing services often have their market positioning according to their strength or specialty and hope to serve a certain market group at good prices. It is very difficult to match a service that needs to be satisfied with both parties in a vast cloud manufacturing resources. Then, how to quickly find satisfied service resources for 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering both demanders and providers has been the concern of the people.
In this work, with the purpose of improving the satisfaction for both demanders and providers, we propose a novel selection method based on bi-level programming model [5] [6] [7] to meet interests of both sides. In the bilevel programming selection method, both demanders and providers are evaluated by opposite side according to their individual needs or interests. Firstly, some semantic evaluation indexes are quantified by cloud model [8] [9] [10] which is an effective quantitative method with the full consideration of fuzziness and randomness in semantic evaluation. Then, the extension evaluation method [11] [12] [13] [14] is used to evaluate the demanders and providers. Finally, the bi-level programming mathematical model is established, which is solved by linear programming method. In this paper, the proposed model can select suitable services in vast amount of cloud manufacturing resources to maximize the satisfaction of both demanders and providers with high efficient, which not only solves the actual problem of resources allocation, but also enriches the research of extension.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. In Section 3, the relevant theoretical basis and concepts are introduced. In Section 4, based on bilevel programming, a research model is proposed and the solving process is described in detail. Section 5 reports on some experiments and discusses some observations. Finally, concluding comments and future research work are offered in Section 6.
Related Works
The study on selections and compositions of services is very extensive in the domain of web services, but it has only just begun in recent years on cloud manufacturing services. At present, the researches on the selection of cloud manufacturing services mainly are summarized into two aspects: One is form the functional view, and it includes various resources and capabilities in the whole manufacturing lifecycle, for example, production resources, design resources, and simulation resources. The other is nonfunctional view, and it is composed of throughput, response time, price, security, availability, and so on. The bi-level programming model studies the interaction between two subjects with different objectives in an orderly and noncooperative manner. We summarize the related works form three aspects in the following.
(1) About Functional View. Formal description of manufacturing resources and capabilities is the base of evaluation, selection, matching, and composition. Wang et al. [15] suggested CMfg task semantic modeling and description based on ontology and studied the construction of general CMfg task ontology and the task semantic matching model. How to provide a natural knowledge representation strategy by semantics was discussed in [16] , which uses semantic web services to find the matched service resources, and proposed system was applied in a mechanical parts factory. In [17] , the tools information was transformed to OWL-DL ontology to store in an ISO 14649 file, and the similarity between what is offered and what a user expects was calculated by the most appropriate tool. Based on the models of hyper network, a manufacturing resource supply-demand matching simulator was put forward in [18] , which can dynamically analyze the supply and demand matching process to improve the efficiency of resources. In the semantic webbased framework, [19] studied the knowledge-based service composition and adaptive resource planning to develop an integrated networked environment allowing fast resource allocation for the given service request. Through creating a business vocabulary reflecting common service selection criteria and defining a textual domain specific language to let any user describe services easily, [20] implemented a novel brokering and matchmaking component to support users' service selection process.
(2) About Nonfunctional View. Since manufacturing services have an exponential increase in recent years, the nonfunctional attributes have become the focus of attention, which influence the overall performance of the CMfg systems. QoS, which was a domain-specific metric to evaluate cloud services, was taken into consideration as a crucial factor in selected cloud services. Reference [21] proposed that the computation and evaluation mechanism of QoS for software services should be different from that for hardware services. Lu et al. [22] put forward that the QoS relied heavily on the appropriate group of cloud manufacturing services in the resource pool. In [23] , after analyzing software and hardware features of cloud manufacturing services, the authors discussed the impacts of each factor of QoS on CMfg systems. With criteria TQCS (time, quality, cost, and service) being considered, a service selection and scheduling model is established in [24] , which employs fuzzy decision-making theory to transform TQCS values into relative superiority degrees. In order to improve the accuracy of QoS evaluation, Ma et al. [25] established the QoS information awareness and quantitative mechanism and calculated the weights through variable precision rough set theory. Meanwhile, many optimization algorithms of selection were proposed. Reference [26] presented dynamic update method of the QoS attribute vector by feedback control and selected services based on the preference weight and QoS attribute vector by technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS). According to the fuzzy quality theory, the dominance degree of intuitionistic fuzzy value is taken into account in decision-making; [27] proposed a method for resource service optimal selection based on multivariate process indicator and dominance degree of intuitionistic fuzzy value. From geo-perspective, Lartigau et al. [28] adopted an improved artificial bee colony optimization for QoS to optimal select service compositions. Form nonfunctional view, [29] developed two algorithms to select services, where one leverages a genetic algorithm and the other combines global optimization with local selection. In order to achieve the real-time data-driven optimization decision, [30] put forward a dynamic optimization model for flexible job shop scheduling based on game theory to provide a new real-time scheduling strategy and method. Focusing on the social collaboration feature of manufacturing services, [31] proposed a service selection model that maximizes the overall synergy effect based on collaboration requirement.
(3) About Bi-Level Programming Model. In [6] , a bilevel programming model was used to study the distribution center problem where the upper and lower layers are to find the minimum transportation cost from factories to distribution centers and from distribution centers to customers, respectively, which was solved by four algorithms to find an optimum balance between the two layers. In order to determine the optimal schemes of routing and spectrum assignments, Xuan et al. [7] established a bi-level programming model with the energy consumption of the optical networks and the maximum index of used frequency slots as the upper's and lower's objectives to be minimized, respectively, and designed a genetic algorithm with tailormade crossover, mutation, and local search operator to solve the model. In the study of the proactive countermeasure selection problem for complex information and communication technology systems, Mahjoub et al. [32] proposed a bi-level programming model with a compact formulation based on primal-dual optimality conditions and an extended formulation employing an exponential number of path constraints.
Although significant progresses were made, there are still several research topics to be investigated. Existing researches on service selection mainly focus on how to select and composite the best services to meet the needs of users, and few take into account the market positioning and interest needs of the service providers. In cloud manufacturing service platform, users are more used to evaluating indicators in language; the quantization of semantic evaluation is topic in selection and composite process. Based on QoS, this paper studies the service selection problem from these two aspects.
Theoretical Background
. . e Cloud Model. The cloud model was proposed by Li et al. [8, 9] , which was a cognition model of reciprocal conversion between quantitative representation formed and qualitative conception by a specific structure algorithm. Based on the interaction between probability theory and fuzzy theory, the cloud model can reflect the uncertainty of the concept in natural language as well as the linkage between randomness and fuzziness. Because of less information loss for mutual mapping between qualitative concept and quantitative data [33] , the cloud model has been successfully applied in many fields, such as wireless sensor networks [34] , image segmentation [35] , and decision [36] .
Definition . Let Z be a universe set described by precise numerical data and̃be a qualitative concept related to Z. If ∈ is a random instantiation of concept̃, which satisfies ∼ N(Ex, En 2 ), En 2 ∼ N(Ex, He 2 ), and the certainty degree of x belonging to concept̃satisfies
Then the distribution of x in the universe Z is called normal cloud, and x is a cloud drop. Definition . The characteristics of a cloud y can be represented by the digital features ( , , ): expectation , entropy , and superentropy . Here, is the center value of the qualitative concept domain, which is the best way to describe the fuzzy information.
measures the randomness and fuzziness of the qualitative concept.
reflects the uncertainty of the membership function and the dispersion degree of the cloud drops. The digital features are shown in Figure 1 .
. . e Extension eory. In 1983, Cai et al. proposed the extension theory to solve contradictions and incompatibility problems [11] . After years of unremitting research, a series of breakthroughs have been made in the extension theory, method research, and practical application, which has been widely applied to evaluation and selection, data mining, control decision, and other fields.
The hard core of extension theory includes two theoretical pillars: the matter element theory and the theory of extension set. The former is the basic tool to describe the variability of things, which not only take things, features, and values as a unified body to consider the relationship between quality and quantity but also change with the three elements and the internal structure. The latter is the quantitative tool of extension theory to represent the dependent degree of two matter elements through designed correlation function.
. . . e Matter-Element eory
Definition . Defining the name of a matter as N, one of the characteristics for this matter is c and the value of c is v. In extension theory, the matter element can be formally described as
Where N, c, and v are called fundamental elements of the matter element.
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Definition . Assuming that the value of c has a range or a classical domain, the classical domain of the matter element is defined as
where V is the lower bound in classical domain and V is the upper one.
Definition . If the = ( , , V) is a multidimensional matter element, C = {c 1 , c 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , c n } and v = {v 1 , v 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , v n }, then a multidimensional matter is defined as
where R i =(N, c i , v i ) is defined as the submatter element of R, i=1,2,. . .,n.
. . . Extension Set eory
Definition . If we let U be a universe of discourse, an extension set B on U is defined as a set of ordered pairs described as
where = ( ) is the membership function for extension set B.
The each element of U is mapped to a membership grade between −∞ and +∞ through ( ). The higher the membership grade, the more the element belongs to B. According to the special situation, 0 ≤ ( ) ≤ 1 accords with a normal fuzzy set, −1 < ( ) < 0 is an extension domain which means that the element x tends not to belong to B, and ( ) ≤ 1 implies that the element x has departed from B.
The Bi-Level Programming Model of Cloud Manufacturing Services
. . A Bi-Level Programming Research Model. Let D represent the set of demanders with the same or similar requirements,
th demander in D, where j= 1,2,. . .,m. S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n }is the set of services with same or similar functions. The s i is the i th service in S, where i is in (1,2,. . .,n). The d j wants to select one manufacturing service to complete his manufacturing task, which must meet his requirements. C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c f } is the set of assessment indexes that demanders select services. The c k is the k th index, where k=1,2,. . .,f, and c 1 ,c 2 ,. . .,c f are independent. A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a g } is the set of indexes that providers of services evaluate demanders and tasks. The a t is the t th index where t=1,2,. . .,g, and a 1 ,a 2 ,. . .,a g are, respectively, independent too.
The requirements of two sides are called constraints. The constraints that have to be satisfied are called hard constraints, and the rest are called soft constraints. The soft constraints include three types:
Demanders Providers e upper subjects e lower subjects
The bi-level programming research model.
(1) Benefit constraints: bigger values in these constraints are better, such as quality of service and reliability.
(2) Cost-based constraints: the values are as small as possible in this type, for instance, the cost.
(3) Interval constraints: the indexes change within a range, manufacturing period, for example.
Because the interests of both demanders and providers need to be considered, based on actual selection process, we structure a bi-level optimization model with a master-slave hierarchical structure from the perspective of QoS, as shown in Figure 2 .
The upper subjects represent the set of demanders while the lower subjects stand for the set of services. The upper layer firstly starts to select services and deliver optimization results to the lower layer. Then, according to the results sent by upper layer, the lower layer makes its own optimization choices and sends (through feedback) the optimization results to the upper layer. This process is repeated until the optimal solution is reached. In this way, win-win results meet the requirements of the demanders and fully consider the interests of the service suppliers. These two selection processes are relatively independent and interdependent, which work together to facilitate the whole service selection process of cloud manufacturing services.
. . Semantic Quantification Based on Cloud Model. In actual cloud manufacturing environment, perceived index values usually are described as quantitative values and uncertainty evaluation semantic. In order to facilitate the calculation automatically, the cloud model is employed to realize the uncertainty transformation from qualitative concepts of semantic description to quantitative numbers. This paper uses golden segmentation method [37] to generate n cloud evaluation scales. The basic idea of the golden segmentation method is that the semantic values are represented by the cloud model, and each semantic variable corresponds to a cloud. The middle cloud is represented by 0 ( 0 , 0 , 0 ). Adjacent clouds are represented as
The closer the cloud is to the central cloud, the smaller the entropy and the superentropy. The smaller is 0.618 times that of the larger in entropy and superentropy of neighboring 
Semantic Information
Cloud Very Good (VG) The positive cloud is a model that transforms the concepts of qualitative variable into quantitative value and its determination. The specific steps are as follows:
The inputs: eigenvector of the cloud, the number of cloud droplets (n). The outputs: the quantitative values of n cloud droplets and their determination(y).
Step 1: Generate a normal random number ( ) according to and .
Step 2: Create a normal random number ( ) according to and .
Step 3: Calculate the determination =
Step 4: ( , ) is a cloud droplet in the domain.
Step 5: Repeat Steps 1 ∼ 4 until n droplets are generated.
. . Evaluation Based on Extension Analysis. According to the principle of extension, we use the matter-element to descript the cloud manufacturing services, which takes the evaluation indexes as the meta-features and the perceived state value as the corresponding eigenvalues, shown as follows.
According to d j 's requirements for QoS, classical domain matter-element for d j is as
where is for the j th demander and = ⟨ , ⟩ is the range of in d j 's requirements, which is called classical domain.
After confirming the classical domain, it is necessary to fix the possible ranges of indexes, which is called joint domain matter-element.
where 1 , 2 ,. . ., , respectively, were the scopes of 1 , 2 ,. . ., about P. Because all services properties have the same range and cooperation requirements of different users are different, there are many classical domain matter-elements, and only one joint domain matter-element.
In order to calculate the satisfaction degree of d j to the k th index, we design the membership function ( ( )) of the k th index in s i as
where j=1,2,. . .,n; k=1,2,. . .,f. ( , ) is the distance of x k to interval = ⟨ , ⟩. Mathematical Problems in Engineering
( , 0 , ) is the distance of x k to = ⟨ , ⟩ about x 0 , where x 0 is the optimal value in this index.
( , 0 , ) includes the left distance and the right distance [11] . When 0 ∈ ⟨ , ( + )/2⟩, ( , 0 , ) is the left distance, which is marked as ( , 0 , ).
( , 0 , )
As a special case, when 0 = , the denominator in formula (12) is 0, 0 − = 0; ( , , ) is changed as
When 0 ∈ ⟨( + )/2, ⟩, ( , 0 , ) is the right distance, which is marked as ( , 0 , ).
As a special case, when 0 = , the denominator in formula (14) is 0 too, 0 − = 0; then ( , , ) is as
| |is the modulo of interval = ⟨ , ⟩.
The graph of designed membership function is shown in Figure 3 . In the same way, comprehensive correlative degree that provider of s i is satisfied with d j is
where is preference of provider of s i for the assessment index of d j or task, ∑ = =1 = 1.
. . Establishment of Bi-Level Programming Mathematical
Model. Aiming at the maximum satisfaction of each part, the bi-level programming mathematical model is established. The upper mathematical model is
Formula (19) is the objective function of upper optimization, which means selecting the most satisfied services for the demand side. The constraint formula (20) indicates that demander only selects one service in a matching process. Formula (21) limits the range of services that meet the basic constraints. In formula (22) , when = 1 it is selected and when = 0, it is not selected. The lower mathematical model is
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In the lower optimization model, formula (23) is the optimization function, which recommends the most advantageous task to the provider of service. The constraint formula (24) limits the load of each service. The market positioning and service group of each provider is described by constraint (25) .
The proposed model is a multiobjective linear 0-1 integer programming model. In order to solve this model, the objective function is transformed into a linear single target by weighted sum method of membership function. Let fixed weight coefficients be w 1 and w 2 , w 1 +w 2 =1; the above multiobjective optimization model is transformed into a single-objective programming model:
The model can be solved by linear programming. A task of the manufacturing industry is generally a combination of manufacturing services in a certain process. Because the composite service set is finally broken down into atomic services that meet certain constraints, this paper only analyzes the matching process of atomic services.
The bi-level programming selection process of the cloud manufacturing services is described as follows:
Step 1: Get demanders' desired vectors of services and the actual perceptive value vectors of services. At the same time, obtain desired vectors of providers to demanders and actual perceptive value vectors of demanders.
Step 2: Quantify the evaluation semantics to numerical values by positive clouds.
Step 3: Establish the classical domain of both supply and demand sides according to desired vectors.
Step 4: Build the joint domain of both providers and demanders according to actual perceptive value vectors.
Step 5: Calculate the comprehensive correlative degree of d j for s i and the comprehensive correlative degree of s i to d j , respectively.
Step 6: Structure the bi-level optimization model from comprehensive correlative degrees and̃.
Step 7: Transform the multiobjective optimization model into a single target optimization model using linear weighted method.
Step 8: Solve the single objective programming model and output the selection result.
Experiment Study
In order to verify the rationality and practicability of our proposed model, the simulation platform is carried out in the laboratory environment. JDK8, eclipse4.3, and SQL Server2005 constitute the development environment. Tomcat7.0 is a server to build simulation platform of cloud manufacturing services. The simulation platform is written by java language to achieve the selection and call of cloud manufacturing services. To take some mold processing, for example, the simulation platform contains 200 cloud manufacturing services and 10 demanders to test the mold processing. The maximum load number for each service is 3. On the one hand, the providers publish their services to the simulation platform and set the requirements about the demanders and tasks. On the other hand, the demanders set the requirements of QoS about the manufacturing services according to the actual conditions.
The evaluation indexes of services include the reliability (c 1 ), credibility (c 2 ), technical level (c 3 ), time (c 4 ), and price (c 5 ). The providers evaluate the demanders and tasks from three aspects: reputation (a 1 ), technical difficulty (a 2 ), and payment speed (a 3 ).
For example, four demanders simultaneously request a service with the same function at the same time. The attribute values of demanders and QoS requirements of cloud manufacturing services are shown in Table 2 .
In Table 2 , the reputation (a 1 ) comes from perceptive module, which updates the data once half a month. The technical difficulty (a 2 ) is determined according to task through industry standards or demander's experiences and payment speed (a 3 ) indicates for how many days the demanders will be able to pay after delivery. The requirements of QoS are described by demander when applying for services. Because people tend to use semantics to express their needs, reliability (c 1 ), credibility (c 2 ), and technical level (c 3 ) are the evaluation semantics at five levels. The time (c 4 ) is the interval number of days that express the task that needs to be completed in a range after the submission of the task. The price (c 5 ) is the cost of goods reaching the buyer, whose units are Chinese Yuan.
The simulation platform finds 20 cloud manufacturing services that meet the requirements. The perceived values of s i and cooperation intentions of providers are shown in Table 3 .
In Table 3 , the perceived values of QoS for each service come from perceptive module too; the reliability (c 1 ) is represented by the ratio of the number of satisfied tasks 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering to the number of received tasks; the technical level (c 3 ) is determined by the service providers according to their processes and techniques; the time (c 4 ) is the number of days to complete the task after receiving the order; the price (c 5 ) is the cost of goods reaching the demander, which consists of two parts: manufacturing costs and postage. The cooperation intentions show the market positioning of the service providers, which are submitted when the service is published. The reputation (a 1 ) and the technical difficulty (a 2 ) are represented by evaluation semantics while the payment speed (a 3 ) is the number of days that service providers expect payment after the orders.
. . Evaluate Services Based on Extenics.
In order to describe the solving process of extension evaluation in detail, we take the selection services as examples to analyze the evaluation process. Firstly, we establish multidimensional matter element of each service from the information of QoS in Table 3 . Because the bigger the benefit index is better and the smaller the cost index is better, we can obtain classical domain of each user from the requirements of QoS for four users in Table 2 , which are shown in Table 4 .
In order to automatically make the selections of cloud manufacturing services matching, the evaluation phrases are quantified by cloud models firstly. The optimal value is determined according to whether the index is benefit attribute or cost attribute excluding c 4 . Because the delivery time (c 4 ) involves the transport, occupation of inventory, and other factors, the middle of the delivery time is optimal. Then, using formula (9) the satisfaction degree of d j to the k th index ( ) is calculated. The preferences of demanders for each attribute of services are different, but in order to facilitate the analysis, the weight vectors of d j to s i are given as {0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.3}. According to formula (17) , the calculation results of comprehensive correlative degree are shown in Table 5 .
In order to analyze the advantages of extension evaluation in services evaluation, a comparative analysis is conducted with TOPSIS evaluation method [26] , variable precision rough set method [25] , and intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation method [27] . The results of other three methods are shown in Table 6 .
The sorted results of the four methods are shown in Table 7 . The classical domain As shown in Table 7 , the sorting results of other three methods are basically the same, but there are four different results for four demanders in proposed method. Specific analysis is as follows.
Firstly, the TOPSIS method [26] takes the optimal and inferior ideal values as reference points. After the reference points are selected, there is only one sorted result for the fixed services. But the extension evaluation create a classical domain matter-element for each user according to the requirements and choose the optimal value (x 0 ) from the actual situation; each user has a sorting result. The d 1 and d 3 , whose tasks are easy and the payment speeds are slow, want to select middle or upper level services, so the middle or upper level services in other sorted sequences are better services for them, while the d 2 and d 4 want better services, whose requirements of tasks and their QoS are high. Hence, there are slight differences between these four queues. The classical domain matter-elements and the optimal values (x 0 ) dynamically reflect the details of each demander's preference at the indexes. Generally, in the market environment the best service is not necessarily the right service, while the extension method only recommends the right services.
Secondly, in the variable precision rough set method [25] , the weights in the services selections are derived from the historical data, and the similarities between the comprehensive evaluation of actual QoS and ideal selection are sorted. Its results are relatively objective. Because of the fixed weight and records of bi-level planning selection in this experiment, after analyzing the 700-1000 records, the weights calculated by the rough set start to approximate the given weights. The
2 " which has the same information with the positive ideal distance of the TOPSIS method. The weights in this method are determined by the experience of all demanders, which ignores demanders' preferences, and only apply to those who have no experience at the beginning. Finally, compared with intuitionistic fuzzy methods [27] , in intuitionistic fuzzy operations, the calculation will increase sharply with the increase of evaluation index, which is not suitable with the calculation for the big data. The proposed algorithm in this paper has a good theoretical basis, a small amount of calculation, and flexible parameter setting and can be adapted to different environments. In addition, it can reflect the satisfaction in the details of the property, which is a good way to evaluate the QoS of cloud manufacturing services.
. . e Analyses of Bi-Level Programming on Selection. Because the locations of each service in other three sorted queues are very similar from Table 7 and the attributes of selected services by other three methods are not obviously different, the one-way selection algorithm of variable precision rough set method is selected to compare with the proposed bi-level programming model. The experiment designs that four concurrent demanders continuously choose services 10 times and the full load task ( ) of each manufacturing service is 3. The benefits of service providers are as important as demander's in this experiment, w 1 =w 2 =0.5. Then, the single-objective programming model is established from formula (27) to formula (32) . Solving the proposed model, the optimal results for both sides are output.
In order to analyze the impacts of one-way choice and two-way choice on the interests of service providers, we compare the market positioning of service providers with the actual situation of demanders and tasks requirements according to the orders in which the demanders use the services. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the results form technical difficulty (a 2 ), reputation(a 1 ), and payment speed(a 3 ). Figure 4 shows the level differences of semantic evaluation for technical ability between actual situation of service providers and task demands in both cases. Because at each selection the best service is always recommended to the demander in the traditional one-way selection, services are allocated to d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , and d 4 according to the order of application. At the beginning, d 1 and d 3 whose tasks are easy are allocated excellent manufacturing capacities which inevitably lead to waste of manufacturing capacities. When the demands are tight later on, the weak technical services are recommended to high-demand d 2 and d 4 which make the QoS unwarranted. As shown in Figure 4 (a) the curves of d 1 and d 3 go from negative number to close to 0 while the difference of d 2 and d 4 goes from basic consistent to increasing difference. Because the proposed model recommends services according to demanders' requirements by two-way selection and the index of technical ability is a hard constraint, the suitable technical abilities are recommended for the right demanders. The curves shown in Figure 4(b) are mild which means the gaps of technical ability between expectation and reality are not large.
The level differences of semantic evaluation for reputation between cooperation intention of service providers and actual situation of demanders are shown in Figure 5 . In the real market, service providers with high technical capability and good service quality often want to provide services for the demanders with good reputation, timely payment, and technical difficulty. But in the traditional one-way service selection process, the interests of service providers are ignored. As a result, the services are allocated to the demanders whose reputations are uneven, and the level gaps of reputation are large between the reputation requirement of service providers and actual situation of demanders in Figure 5(a) . As shown in Figure 5(b) , there are slightly larger gaps of reputation between d 1 with poor reputation and reputation requirement of selected services, which are also in the acceptable ranges.
From Figure 6 we can see that the differences of days for payment speed between cooperation intention of service providers and actual situation of demanders are big in Figure 6 (a) while they are small in Figure 6 (b). The payment period is usually related to the manufacturing duration. In the traditional one-way selection, the high quality services, selected at beginning, quickly complete those tasks while the demanders are slow to pay which have resulted in a serious lag in the payment period. As shown in Figure 6 In fact, the selection process of the cloud manufacturing service is a consultation process of manufacturing outsourcing. Service providers have their own market positioning and hope to provide services for a group of demanders according to strength and market demand, while the demanders select different services according to the actual manufacturing task. In a realistic market environment the best one is not necessarily the right one. In the selection process of cloud manufacturing services, it is necessary to ensure the interests of both the providers and the demanders for the harmonious and healthy development of cloud manufacturing industry. The proposed model does that well. 
Conclusion
To better serve both sides of the supply and demand in the cloud manufacturing service platform, we propose a bilevel programming model of cloud manufacturing services to select services for users based on extension theory. The proposed model employs the cloud model to realize the uncertainty transformation from qualitative concepts of language description to quantitative numbers and extension method to assess both sides of the supply and demand, which is solved by linear programming. Compared with traditional recommended methods, our method takes full account of the interests of service providers which have long been neglected. Moreover, the cloud model can reflect the uncertainty of the concept in natural language and the linkage between randomness and fuzziness and the extension evaluation reflect the satisfaction in the details of the property with simplified calculation. Experimental results show that the proposed model is a better solution for the selection of cloud manufacturing services and more suitable with the actual transaction situation.
The next step is to focus on the two-way selection and matching of composite services in cloud manufacturing.
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